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Although the strategy of therapeutic vaccination for the treatment of prostate cancer

has advanced to and is available in the clinic (Sipuleucel-T), the efficacy of such therapy

remains limited. Here, we develop Immunostimulatory Spherical Nucleic Acid (IS-SNA)

nanostructures comprised of CpG oligonucleotides as adjuvant and prostate cancer

peptide antigens, and evaluate their antitumor efficacy in syngeneic mouse models of

prostate cancer. IS-SNAs with the specific structural feature of presenting both antigen

and adjuvant CpG on the surface (hybridizedmodel (HM) SNAs) induce stronger cytotoxic

T lymphocyte (CTL) mediated antigen-specific killing of target cells than that for IS-SNAs

with CpG on the surface and antigen encapsulated within the core (encapsulated model

(EM) SNAs). Mechanistically, HM SNAs increase the co-delivery of CpG and antigen

to dendritic cells over that for EM SNAs or admixtures of linear CpG and peptide,

thereby improving cross-priming of antitumor CD8+ T cells. As a result, vaccination

with HM SNAs leads to more effective antitumor immune responses in two prostate

cancer models. These data demonstrate the importance of the structural positioning of

peptide antigens together with adjuvants within IS-SNAs to the efficacy of IS-SNA-based

cancer immunotherapy.

Keywords: prostate cancer, vaccines, Immunostimulatory Spherical Nucleic Acids (IS-SNAs), CpG,

immunotherapy

INTRODUCTION

Prostate cancer is the second leading cause of cancer related death in the United States in men.
In 2020, the estimated diagnosis of new cases is 191,930 (1). For patients with metastatic or
recurrent prostate cancer, the benefits of chemotherapy, and androgen-deprivation therapy are
limited (2–4). Therefore, new therapeutic approaches are of great interest for the large population
of prostate cancer patients. The approach of cancer immunotherapy led to the generation of
Sipuleucel-T, an FDA-approved cell-based vaccine for treating metastatic castration-resistant
prostate cancer (mCRPC); Sipuleucel-T involves the treatment of patient antigen presenting cells
(APCs) with a fusion protein of prostate-specific acid phosphatase (PAP) and GM-CSF, serving
as adjuvant. In spite of benefits to overall survival, Sipuleucel-T did not result in benefits in
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progression-free survival (5). PROSTVAC, which uses a viral
vector to induce the expression of PSA as antigen and three co-
stimulatory molecules (6), is another example of an approach to
therapeutic vaccination for prostate cancer. However, a phase 3
clinical trial using PROSTVAC as a monotherapy was suspended
due to inadequate outcomes in overall survival (7). In addition
to the unsatisfactory clinical outcomes of these vaccines, the
production of these vaccines is complicated, time consuming,
and costly.

Peptide-based therapeutic cancer vaccines, in contrast to cell-
based therapies and vaccines based on viral vectors or plasmids,
offer advantages in safety and scalable production (8). Clinical
outcomes for peptide vaccines have been poor however. Among
the major reasons for poor outcomes are the induction of T cell
tolerance, caused by the low efficiency of co-delivering antigen
and adjuvant molecules to dendritic cells (DCs) in draining
lymph nodes (dLNs) (9), and T cell dysfunction and deletion due
to the persistent antigen at vaccination sites (10).

Spherical nucleic acids (SNAs) are a class of nanostructures
emerging as versatile therapeutic agents that can be used
to treat a wide variety of diseases via gene regulation and
immunotherapeutic pathways (11–16). They are attractive
because they are novel structures with privileged access to
tissues and cells that conventional linear nucleic acids cannot
address without the use of ancillary transfection agents (17–
21). Toll-like receptor (TLR) specific adjuvants, such as bacterial
DNA or synthetic oligodeoxynucleotides (ODN) containing
unmethylated CpG can provide more efficient and cell-specific
activation signals to DCs which express the CpG receptor Toll-
like receptor 9 (TLR-9), compared with standard adjuvants (e.g.,
incomplete Freund adjuvant) (22). CpG is a powerful TLR-
9 agonist that activates DCs and promotes efficient antigen
presentation, and subsequent priming of tumor antigen-specific
CD8+ T cells (23). SNAs comprised of such sequences show
greater potency or larger therapeutic windows than linear
sequences at identical concentrations in cellular, animal, and
human studies (14, 24, 25). Liposomal SNAs are a particularly
promising class of constructs that present and outwardly orient
synthetic nucleic acids at high surface density on a liposomal
core (14, 26). As adjuvants, these structures are comparably
potent to their prototypical gold based analogs (14), but are
biocompatible and have advanced to several human clinical
trials (14, 24). Moreover, the liposomal core provides a means
for surface-presenting the CpG oligonucleotides and antigen
with control over stoichiometric ratios, and liposomal SNAs are
thus powerful vaccine candidates with highly tunable properties
(14, 25). With the aim of generating effective antigen-specific
CD8+ cytotoxic T lymphocyte (CTL) responses against prostate
cancer, we designed two different SNA structures formulated
with peptides derived from different prostate tumor-associated
antigens and evaluated their efficacy as vaccines in tumor-free
and prostate tumor settings, compared to those by an admix of
linear CpG and peptide antigen.

In this study, we examined the ability of IS-SNAs to induce
antitumor CD8+ T cell immune responses against three well-
established prostate tumor-associated antigens (TAAs): prostate-
specific antigen (PSA), prostate-specific membrane antigen

(PSMA), and prostate acidic phosphatase (PAP). In our use of
peptide antigen derived from PSA, we found that both EM and
HM SNAs enhance uptake of CpG and antigen by DCs, when
compared to that for the admix of CpG and peptide, and thereby
promote the activation and cross-priming ability of DCs. We
found that the position of the peptide within SNAs is a structural
feature in vaccine design that influences the quality of antigen-
specific immune responses. Notably, HM SNAs enhanced CTL
mediated antigen-specific killing of target cells to a much greater
extent than EM SNAs and admix groups. SNAs functionalized
with prostate tumor-associated antigens (PSMA, or PAP) resulted
in tumor inhibition upon immunization with HM SNAs in
both RM1-PSMA and TRAMP-C2 (PAP) prostate cancer models.
Our study therefore demonstrates the therapeutic potential of
SNA structures varied in the position of peptide antigens within
SNAs toward the development of SNA vaccines for prostate
cancer immunotherapy. These findings are a critical advance
in the development of IS-SNAs for cancer immunotherapy
specifically for prostate cancer, a weakly immunogenic cancer,
and are a major advance beyond previous studies showing
immune responses limited to model antigens [e.g., ovalbumin
(OVA)] (25).

METHODS

Animals and Cell Lines
C57BL/6 mice, 6–8 weeks old, were purchased from Jackson
Laboratory. Mice were used according to the protocols
approved by institutional animal use committee at Northwestern
University. Murine TRAMP-C1 prostate cancer cell line
engineered to express human PSA (TRAMP-PSA) was kindly
provided by Dr. Jeffrey Medin at University of Toronto (27),
TRAMP-C2 prostate cancer cell line was generously provided
by Dr. Barbara Foster at Roswell Park Institute, and human
PSMA expressing RM1 prostate tumor cell line (RM1-PSMA)
was generously provided by Dr. Michael Mathis at Louisiana
State University (28). Both TRAMP cell lines were cultured
in complete DMEM medium (10% fetal bovine serum, 100
U/mL penicillin G sodium and 100µg/mL streptomycin)
containing insulin from bovine pancreas (5µg/ml, sigma) and
dihydrotestosterone (10 nM, sigma) at 37◦C in a 5% CO2

incubator. RM1-PSMA cell line were maintained in complete
DMEM medium with G418 (200µg/ml). B16F10 cells were
cultured in complete RPMI-1640medium supplemented with 5%
fetal bovine serum.

SNA Synthesis and Characterization
H-2Db-restricted peptide PSA65−73 (HCIRNKSVI),
PSMA634−642 (SAVKNFTEI), PAP115−123 (SAMTNLAAL), and
Gp10025−33 (KVPRNQDWL) were synthesized by GenScript
(29, 30). 3′-cholesterol-functionalized CpG 1826 ODNs were
synthesized using automated solid support phosphoramidite
synthesis. Lipid (DOPC) was purchased fromAvanti Polar Lipids.
Liposome cores of SNAs were prepared as previously described
(26). Briefly, pre-dried lipid films of DOPC were hydrated with
solutions of phosphate buffered (PBS), or solutions containing
peptides (1 or 2 mg/ml) for EM SNAs. The size of liposomes was
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controlled by freeze-thaw cycles and extrusion. Unencapsulated
peptide was removed by dialysis or tangential flow filtration
(100 kD membrane, Repligen). The final DOPC lipid and
peptide concentrations of liposome core were determined by
spectroscopic analysis using commercially available reagent kits
for DOPC (Phosphatidylcholine assay kit, Sigma) or for peptides
(Pierce quantitiative fluorometric peptide assay, ThermoFisher).
Maximum values of the stoichiometry of peptide encapsulation
for PSA65−73, PSMA634−642, and PAP115−123 were 75, 75, and
∼15–20 per liposome core, respectively; lower levels of peptide
encapsulation (∼38 per liposome core) for PSA65−73 and
PSMA634−642 were obtained by using lower concentrations of
peptides during liposome formation. To conjugate peptides with
oligonucleotides for HM SNAs, we used disulfide exchange for
cysteine-containing peptides, and biochemically labile linkers
previously reported by our group for non-cysteine peptides (16).
Oligonucleotide-antigen conjugates were then purified by PAGE
gel in 1X TBE buffer. Functionalization of liposomes with CpG
(for EM SNAs) or CpG hybridized to oligonucleotide-antigen
conjugates (for HM SNAs) was accomplished by the adsorption
of 3′-cholesterol-CpG ODNs with liposomes at a ratio of ∼75
CpG oligonucleotides per liposome. Concentrations of CpG
used in these adsorption reactions were measured by absorbance
spectroscopy. The concentration of CpG formulated into
purified SNAs was confirmed by absorbance spectroscopy and
analysis by agarose gel electrophoresis that showed the absence
of oligonucleotides that were not associated with liposomes (25).
SNAs with PAP115−123 were functionalized with a mixture of
CpG and non-stimulatory (dT)20 oligonucleotides in order to
generate SNAs with the desired PAP115−123:CpG ratio while
keeping the total oligonucleotides per liposome to be ∼75 (for
both EM and HM SNAs).

The size of SNAs and extruded liposomes was measured
by DLS as described previously (26). Briefly, SNAs and
liposome cores were diluted in PBS at ∼10–100 nM in liposome
concentration. The average size was calculated based on five
measurements at 25◦C. The polydispersity index (PDI) was
calculated as the width of the size distribution using cumulants
analysis. For Cryo-EM analysis, SNA samples were cast onto
copper grids with lacey carbon using FEI Vitrobot Mark III.
The grid was imaged using a Hitachi HT7700 TEM with a
Gatan cryo-transfer holder. To analyze the loss of peptides
from EM SNAs, FITC labeled peptides were encapsulated into
SNAs. Upon incubating SNAs in media containing FBS (10%)
at 37◦C (shaking at 300 rpm), we examined the release of
encapsulated peptides by measuring the fluorescence of solutions
obtained by filtering SNA samples through a 30-kDa cutoff
filter. Quantification of released peptide was determined by
fluorescence with the fluorescence of standards prepared from
the peptide solutions.

BMDC Uptake and Activation
Bonemarrow derived dendritic cells (BMDCs) were generated by
culturing mouse femurs bone marrow cells in complete RPMI-
1640 medium containing GM-CSF (20 ng/ml, Biolegend). The
medium was half replaced every 2 days. On day 6, the loosely
attachedDCs were collected and phenotyped before experiments.

For BMDC uptake, cells were treated with Cy5-labeled CpG
and TMR-labeled PSA65−73 in EM, HM, or admix formulations
for 1 h. The uptake was evaluated using confocal microscope
(Zeiss LSM 800) or flow cytometer (BD LSR II). To analyze
the colocalization of fluorescent labeled CpG and peptide inside
the DCs, 8 to 10 single images were randomly picked. The
colocalization was quantified using Manders coefficient (10 Z-
stack images of each cell). To evaluate the activation status
of BMDCs, cells were incubated with different formulations
for 0.5 h, and the activation markers were measured 8 h after
initiating incubation by flow cytometry. The flow cytometry
data was analyzed by FlowJo software, and the gate was set on
CD11c+ cells.

In vivo DC Uptake, Activation, and
Cross-Presentation
Naïve C57BL/6 mice were injected subcutaneously with different
formulations containing PSA65−73 (3 nmol) and CpG (6 nmol)
with or without fluorescence labeling. For uptake study, mice
were sacrificed and inguinal lymph nodes were harvested 2 h post
injection. The LNs were processed to single cell suspension by
passing it through a 70-µm cell strainer (Fisher Scientific) for
flow cytometry analysis.

For DC activation and cross-presentation study, LNs were
harvested 24 h after injection and single cell suspension
was prepared. The lymphocytes were counted. Part of the
lymphocytes were stained with fluorophore-labeled antibodies
against CD11c, CD11b, CD8, CD40, CD80, and CD86 for
activation status analysis. To evaluate the cross-presenting
capacity of DCs, the same amount of lymphocytes from each
mice of the same group was combined and DCs were purified
using biotin anti-mouse CD11c antibody in conjunction with
EasySep mouse biotin selection kit (Stemcell Technologies). The
PSA65−73 antigen-specific T cells were generated by prime-boost
immunization of naïve mice with EM SNA/PSA65−73. Purified
DCs were then co-cultured with purified PSA65−73 specific CD8

+

T cells (105/well) at 1:2 ratio for 48 h in 96-well-plate. The
antigen-specific CD8+ T cells alone were used as controls. The
cross-presenting capacity of DCs was determined by number
of IFN-γ spots using ELISPOT assay (mouse IFN-γ ELISPOT
Ready-SET-Go kit, eBioscience). For cytokine production, the
supernatant from DC and T cell co-culture was evaluated by
luminex assay (R&D Systems).

Immunization and Cancer Immunotherapy
Experiment
To evaluate the antigen-specific T cell response generated by
SNAs, naïve C57BL/6 mice were subcutaneously immunized
with EM SNAs, HM SNAs, or admix of peptide and CpG (3
nmol PSA65−73/6 nmol CpG, or 6 nmol PSMA634−642/6 nmol
CpG per mouse) in 100 µl volume every 2 weeks for 3 times.
One week after final immunization, mice were sacrificed and
spleens were harvested for T cell assessment. IFN-γ ELISPOT
assay was performed as described previously using splenocytes
from immunized mice (31). CD8+ T cell restimulation and
intracellular staining for IFN-γ staining were carried out as
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published previously with minor modification (32). Briefly,
splenocytes were cultured at 37◦C for 4 h in the presence of
peptide (10µg/ml), monensin (2µM), BFA (10µg/ml), PMA
(50 ng/ml), Ionomycin (1µg/ml), and CD107a antibody (0.5
µg). For T cell phenotypic analysis, splenocytes were stained
using antibodies against CD4, CD8, CD44, and CD62L. The
cytotoxicity of CD8+ T cells were tested using in vitro CTL
cytotoxicity assay.

For therapeutic cancer vaccine studies, 3 × 106 TRAMP-
C2 or 105 RM1-PSMA prostate cancer cells were injected
subcutaneously to the male mice on the right flank. Mice were
then immunized subcutaneously with different formulations of
peptide and CpG (6 nmol PAP115−123/6 nmol CpG, or 6 nmol
PSMA634−642/12 nmol CpG per mouse) every week. The tumor
growth was monitored every 2–4 days, and tumor volume was
calculated as 0.5 × length × width × height. The fold change
of tumors was calculated using the following formula: (tumor
volume of last time point)/(tumor volume of 1st time point).
In TRAMP-C2 tumor model, mice were sacrificed 41 days after
tumor challenge, and tumors and spleens were harvested. Tumor
tissues were weighed and digested in RPMI-1640 containing 1
mg/ml collagenase D (Roche) and 0.08 mg/ml DNase I (Roche)
for 30min at 37◦C. Cells were then stained with anti-mouse
CD45, CD8, and CD4 antibodies to analyze tumor infiltrating
lymphocytes. Splenocytes were stained with antibodies against
CD4, CD8, CD44, and CD62L for T cell phenotypic analysis.

In vitro CTL Cytotoxicity Assay
The antigen-specific CTLs were first restimulated as described
previously (33). Briefly, splenocytes from naïve syngeneic mice
were γ-irradiated (3000 rad) and pulsed with peptide (10µg/ml)
to use as feeder cells. These cells were then incubated with
splenocytes from immunized mice for 5 days at 1:4 ratio
to expand antigen-specific CTLs. Half of culture medium
was replaced with RPMI-1640 containing 20 ng/ml rhIL-2
(Biolegend) 2 or 3 days after co-culture. On day 5, cells
were harvested and CD8+ T cells were selected (Stemcell
Technologies). The CTL cytotoxicity was evaluated by killing
of target cells based on the apoptosis status of target cells
(34). Purified CD8+ T cells were co-cultured with efluor450
(eBioscience) labeled target cells (5 × 103) at different effector
to target (E/T) ratio in 96-well U-bottomed plate. The wells
containing target cells only were used as controls. After overnight
co-culture at 37◦C, the cells were harvested and stained with 7-
AAD (BD Bioscience) and Annexin V (Biolegend) for 15min in
the dark. CTL cytotoxicity (%) was calculated as cells positive
for both eFluor450 and Annexin V/total eFluor450 positive cells,
after subtracting the spontaneous apoptosis (%) in target cell
only controls.

Statistical Analysis
A two-tailed unpaired Student’s t-test was used to compare
difference between two groups. For tumor growth analysis among
groups, two-way ANOVA with Bonferroni multiple comparisons
post-test was used. A p < 0.05 was considered statistically
significant. Data are presented asmean± SEM in all experiments.

RESULTS

Design, Synthesis, and Characterization of
SNAs
The two different structures of liposome-based IS-SNAs (HM,
EM) were prepared by functionalizing∼42 nm DOPC liposomes
(formed by hydrating DOPC in aqueous buffer and extrusion
through polycarbonate membranes) through the adsorption
of CpG oligonucleotides modified with 3′-cholesterol groups
(14, 26). The three H-2Db-restricted prostate TAA peptides
used in our study are: human PSA65−73 (HCIRNKSVI),
human PSMA634−642 (SAVKNFTEI), and mouse PAP115−123

(SAMTNLAAL); these peptides are derived from the antigens
associated with prostate cancer, and have high binding affinity to
murine MHC class I molecules. The peptides were incorporated
into SNAs in two different ways. For EM SNAs, the peptide
antigens are encapsulated within the liposomal core (prepared by
hydrating DOPC in buffer solutions containing peptide, followed
by extrusion) (Figure 1A). For HM SNAs, peptide antigens
are chemically conjugated to oligonucleotides with a sequence
complementary to CpG oligonucleotides and hybridized to
CpG oligonucleotides with 3′-cholesterol groups; the peptide-
functionalized double-stranded DNA is adsorbed to the surfaces
of DOPC liposomes (16, 25). Both EM and HM SNAs
showed spherical morphology with an average diameter of 52.5
± 3.0 nm and 54.7 ± 2.5 nm, respectively, while liposomes
exhibited an average diameter of 42.3 ± 2.9 nm (Figure 1B,
Supplementary Figure 1A). Functionalization of liposomes with
CpG led to structures with negative electrostatic charge as
measured by the zeta potential, and thus the physical properties
of EM and HM SNAs were similar (Figure 1C). The loss
of encapsulated peptide from liposome cores was negligible,
determined by our analysis of EM SNAs incubated in medium
containing 10% FBS for 12 h (Supplementary Figure 1B).

Enhanced Co-delivery of CpG and Antigen
to Dendritic Cells by SNAs
Dendritic cells (DCs) are professional APCs that play a vital
role in generating CTL responses. Their uptake of adjuvant
and peptide, co-stimulatory molecule expression status (CD40,
CD80, and CD86) and cytokine production, mainly IL-12,
are key parameters that influence the magnitude of antitumor
CTL responses (35). We evaluated the uptake of IS-SNAs
formulated with fluorophore-labeled CpG and PSA65−73 by
BMDCs, and the co-delivery of these components in vitro, and
compared it to that for an admixture of linear CpG and free
peptide. Upon 1 h of incubation of BMDCs with EM SNAs,
HM SNAs, or admixture of Cy5-labeled CpG and TMR-labeled
PSA65−73, we measured the uptake of CpG and peptide by
BMDCs by flow cytometry. More than 80% of the BMDCs
were Cy5+ upon treatment at 50 nM by CpG by flow cytometry
(Figures 2A,B). The fraction of cells containing high levels of
TMR-PSA65−73 was highly dependent upon the formulations
of peptide and CpG used to treat the BMDCs; we observed
increasing levels of TMR-PSA65−73 uptake in the order of admix
< EM SNAs<HM SNAs. A key consequence of these treatments
was the high percentage of CpG and peptide double positive
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FIGURE 1 | Characterization of IS-SNAs. (A) Diagram of Admix, liposomes, EM and HM IS-SNAs. (B) Dynamic light scattering analysis and (C) zeta potential of

liposomes, EM IS-SNAs, and HM IS-SNAs.

(Cy5+ TMR+) BMDCs upon treatment with EM (33%) and
HM SNAs (88%) (Figures 2A,B); these percentages were 1.4
and 5.3-fold higher than that for BMDCs treated with the
admix control, respectively (Figures 2A,B, p < 0.001, p <

0.001). Analysis of the treated BMDCs by confocal fluorescence
microscopy further confirmed the uptake of CpG and peptide.
Both EM SNA- and HM SNA-treated BMDCs showed higher
fluorescence intensity of TMR-PSA65−73 than BMDCs treated
with the admix control, and HM SNA-treated cells showed
higher levels of uptake of peptide than cells treated with EM
SNAs (Figure 2C, Supplementary Figure 2B). Furthermore, the
Manders coefficient value indicated high colocalization of CpG
and peptide in HM treated BMDCs (>0.6), but not in admix
or EM treated BMDCs (Figure 2D). These observations suggest
that the success in the co-delivery of CpG and peptide by HM
SNAs might be due to the entry of HM SNAs as intact structures;
treatment with EM SNAs lead to comparably high levels of CpG
uptake but lower levels of antigen delivery and co-localization,
suggesting the release of TMR-PSA65−73 from EM SNAs. The
enhanced co-delivery of CpG and peptide by SNAs led to
significant up-regulation of the co-stimulatory molecules CD86
and CD40 compared to treatment with admixture of CpG and
peptide (Figures 2E,F, Supplementary Figure 2C). Differences
in CD86 and CD40 expression levels between EM and HM SNA
treated groups were not significant.

To elicit a robust CTL response in vivo, SNA vaccines need
to deliver peptide and CpG to the lymph nodes, where they
are taken up by DCs and CTL responses are initiated (36).
We examined the uptake of peptide and CpG formulated as
SNAs by DCs in dLNs, and the function of these DCs ex vivo.
Upon subcutaneous administration of SNAs formulated with
TMR-PSA65−73 and Cy5-CpG for a 2 h period, DCs from the
dLNs of both EM SNA- and HM SNA-treated mice showed
1.5-fold higher percentage of Cy5+ cells when compared with
admix group, suggesting a greater uptake of CpG when using
SNA formulations (Figures 3A,B, p < 0.001). The differences
were more dramatic than those seen in vitro, where the vaccine
materials were exposed to BMDCs in isolation (Figures 2A,B).
DCs from HM SNA-treated mice showed the highest percentage
of Cy5+TMR+ double positive DCs (17 and 4-fold higher than
that of the admix and EM SNA treated groups), indicating a high
yield of co-delivery of peptide and CpG to DCs (Figure 3B, p

< 0.01). For optimal priming of antigen-specific T cells, DCs
must present antigen peptide while displaying costimulatory
molecules and producing pro-inflammatory cytokines (37). We
found that the advantages in the co-delivery of CpG and antigen
by HM and EM SNAs correlated with increasing numbers and
fraction of CD11c+ DCs, over those observed for mice treated
with the admix control (24 h following treatment, Figures 3C,D).
We also found significant increases in the expression levels of
co-stimulatory molecules CD40 and CD80 with SNA treatment
(Figure 3E). In addition, we observed a significant increase
in the percentage of CD11b+ DCs and CD8+ DCs, and
their expression level of CD80 in EM and HM SNA-treated
groups, compared to those of the admix group; differences
between EM and HM SNA-treated groups were not significant
(Supplementary Figures 3A,B).

To evaluate the ability of DCs from these immunized mice
to cross-prime T cells, we co-cultured the CD11c+ DCs purified
from dLNs with PSA65−73 antigen-specific T cells. We measured
the secreted cytokines from co-culture supernatants using
Luminex assays, and found significantly higher levels of secreted
IL-p70 and TNF-α in wells containing DCs from HM SNA-
treated mice than those from the admix group (Figures 3F,G,
Supplementary Figure 3C). The co-cultures of T cells with DCs
activated by HM SNAs in vivo produced more TNF-α and
IL-12 than those from treatment with the CpG and peptide
admix, and these cytokines play important role in priming
effective CTL responses (38). DCs from EM and HM SNA-
treatedmice dramatically induced antigen-specific effector CD8+

T cell responses, with 4 and 38-fold greater numbers of IFN-γ
expressing cells in the EM and HM SNA groups than the admix
control group (Figure 3H); as controls, PSA65−73 -specific T cells
without co-culturing with DCs did not produce IFN-γ (data not
shown). These results indicate the importance of structure and
the position of antigen within SNAs for raising DC-mediated
antitumor T cell responses.

Antigen-Specific T Cell Responses
Generated in vivo by SNAs
We evaluated the ability of SNAs to generate PSA65−73 specific
T cell responses in vivo. We immunized mice with PSA65−73

and CpG in EM SNA, HM SNA, or admix formulations
by subcutaneous injections every 2 weeks, for a total of
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FIGURE 2 | IS-SNAs facilitate DC uptake and activation in vitro. BMDCs were incubated with 5-TAMRA (TMR) labeled PSA65−73 and Cy5 labeled CpG in the form of

admix, EM SNA, or HM IS-SNAs for 1 h. Uptake of IS-SNAs by BMDCs was monitored using flow cytometry (A,B) or confocal microscopy (C,D), respectively. (A)

Representative flow dot plots and (B) percentages of Cy5+TMR+, Cy5+ BMDCs receiving different formulations containing 50 nM CpG. (C) Confocal microscopy

images of BMDCs. Scale bar, 5µm. (D) Subcellular colocalization analysis of PSA65−73 and CpG in (C) using Manders coefficient (0.6 < R ≤ 1.0 indicates

colocalization). (E,F) BMDC activation status was examined by expression of co-stimulatory molecule CD86 8 h after incubation. (E) Representative histograms for

CD86 expression by BMDCs at 10µM (by CpG). (F) Median fluorescent intensity (MFI) for CD86 by BMDCs treated with admix or IS-SNAs. Data are presented as

mean ± SEM. **p < 0.01 and ***p < 0.001 analyzed by two-tailed unpaired Student’s t-test.

FIGURE 3 | IS-SNAs enhances antigen and CpG co-delivery, thereby promoting DC activation and cross-presentation in vivo. (A,B) For co-delivery evaluation, mice

were injected subcutaneously with TMR-labeled PSA65−73 and Cy5-labeled CpG in the form of admix, EM or HM IS-SNAs. Fluorescence signals of CD11c+ DCs in

dLNs were measured after 2 h by flow cytometry. The uptake (3 mice per group) was shown by representative dot plots (A) and bar graph (B). (C–H) For DC

activation and cross-presentation, dLNs (4 mice per group) were harvested and analyzed 24 h after IS-SNA/PSA65−73 administration. Total number (C) and

percentage (D) of CD11c+ DCs in dLNs and the expression of co-stimulatory molecule CD40 and CD80 (E) of these DCs were analyzed by flow cytometry. (F–H)

Purified DCs from dLNs were co-cultured with PSA65−73 specific CD8+ T cells at 1:2 ratio for 48 h. The supernatant from the co-culture were harvested for analyzing

IL-12 (F) and TNF-α (G) production. (H) The DC cross-presentation ability was evaluated using IFN-γ ELISPOT assay. All data are presented as mean ± SEM. *p <

0.05, **p < 0.01, and ***p < 0.001, analyzed by two-tailed unpaired Student’s t-test.

3 immunizations (Figure 4A). The antigen-specific T cell
responses were characterized 7 days after the third immunization.
Immunization with HM SNAs dramatically expanded the

systemic T cells in the spleen compared with other treatment
groups (Figure 4B). Splenocytes from EM or HM SNA-treated
mice (but not admix-treated mice), when restimulated with
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FIGURE 4 | IS-SNAs promote PSA antigen-specific CD8+ T cell responses. (A) Immunization schedule of IS-SNA/PSA65−73. Mice (3 mice per group) were

subcutaneously immunized with EM SNA, HM SNA, or admix formulation every 2 weeks for 3 times. Spleens were harvested for analysis 1 week after final

immunization. (B) Absolute number of splenic CD8+ T cells from mice immunized 3 times with admix or IS-SNA/PSA65−73. (C) ELISPOT assay was used to measure

PSA65−73 specific IFN-γ secreting cells by stimulating splenocytes with PSA65−73 peptide for 48 h. (D–G) Flow cytometry analysis of splenic CD8+ T cells. (D)

Representative flow dot plots and bar graph of (E) IFN-γ and (F) IFN-γ and CD107a double positive CD8+ T cells. (G) Percentage of CD44+CD62L− CD8+ T cells.

(H,I) Splenic CD8+ T cell cytotoxicity to target cell TRAMP-PSA at different effector/target (E/T) ratio. (H) Representative flow dot plots at 12.5:1 E/T ratio. (I) Summary

of CD8+ T cell cytotoxicity reflected by the percentage of apoptotic target cells. All data are presented as mean ± SEM. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, and ***p < 0.001,

analyzed by two-tailed unpaired Student’s t-test.
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FIGURE 5 | HM IS-SNAs inhibit TRAMP-C2 tumor growth. Mice (4 mice per group) inoculated subcutaneously with TRAMP-C2 tumor cells were immunized with

admix, EM or HM IS-SNAs containing PAP and CpG every week for 5 times, tumors and spleens were harvested on day 41. (A) Treatment schedule for TRAMP-C2

tumor bearing mice. (B) Average and (C) individual tumor growth curve of TRAMP-C2 bearing mice. **p < 0.01 (day 39) and ***p < 0.001 (day 41) for vs ; *p <

0.05 for vs (day 41), calculated by two-way ANOVA with bonferroni multiple comparisons post-test. (D) The fold change of tumor was calculated using tumor

volume of last measurement (day 41) divided by the 1st tumor measurement (day 27). (E) Tumor weight on day 41. (F) Percentage of CD44+CD62L− CD8+ T cells in

spleens on day 41. (G) Percentage of CD8+ T cells among CD45+ cells in tumor. All data are presented as mean ± SEM. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, and ***p < 0.001,

analyzed by two-tailed unpaired Student’s t-test (D–G).

PSA65−73, showed robust IFN-γ production on a per cell basis
(p < 0.01, Figure 4C). This response was antigen-specific, as
splenocytes stimulated with irrelevant peptide gp100 did not
show any IFN-γ production (Supplementary Figure 4A). The
activity of the CD8+ T cells from the three treatment groups
showed a clear dependence on vaccine structure. Immunization
with HM SNAs significantly increased IFN-γ producing CD8+

T cells compared with admix control (p < 0.01, Figures 4D,E).
Vaccination with HM SNAs generated a larger percentage of
poly functional T cells, observed by comparing the number of
double positive cytokine producing (IFN-γ+) and degranulating
(CD107a+) CD8+ T cells, with HM SNA/PSA generating the
highest number (p < 0.01, Figures 4D,F); these cells are critical
for controlling tumor growth. Furthermore, immunization with
HM SNAs led to an increase in CD44+CD62L− effector
memory T cells when compared with admix group (p < 0.01,
Figure 4G). In contrast, immunization with the admix of CpG
and PSA65−73 induced a minimal antigen-specific CTL response
in immunized mice.

We determined the killing capacity and specificity of the
CD8+ T cells raised by SNA immunization for target cells
expressing PSA. PSA-specific CD8+ T cells from immunized
mice were expanded in vitro by co-culturing with PSA65−73

peptide pulsed APCs for 5 days. These CD8+ T cells were purified

and co-cultured with PSA-expressing tumor cells (TRAMP-
PSA) at ratios from 100:1 to 12.5:1. CD8+ T cells obtained
from vaccination with HM SNAs were more cytotoxic against
TRAMP-PSA cells than those from vaccination with EM SNAs
or admixture of CpG and PSA65−73 (Figures 4H,I). At different
effector/target (E/T) ratios tested (100:1, 50:1, 25:1, 12.5:1),
CD8+ T cells from the HM SNA group displayed superior
ability to kill target cells, compared with those from the EM
SNA and admix groups. This killing is specific for PSA, as
co-culturing of these CD8+ T cells with B16F10 tumor cells,
which do not express PSA, led to negligible killing in all three
groups (Supplementary Figure 4B). These observations show
that immunization with HM SNAs leads to CD8+ T cells
with greater killing capacity on a per cell basis than those
from immunization with EM SNAs or admixtures of CpG and
PSA65−73. Taken together with the greater number of CD8+ T
cell in spleens from HM SNA groups (Figure 4B), these results
suggest that immunization with HMSNAs would lead to superior
anti-tumor activity in vivo.

We also examined the ability of EM andHM SNAs formulated
with a peptide antigen for prostate-specific membrane antigen
peptide (PSMA634−642) to trigger antigen-specific CTL responses
in vivo. Similar to the results using PSA-conjugated SNAs above,
7 days after the third immunization, CD8+ T cells from both
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FIGURE 6 | HM IS-SNAs delayed the tumor growth of RM1-PSMA. Mice (3–5 mice per group) inoculated subcutaneously with 105 RM1-PSMA tumor cells were

immunized with admix, HM IS-SNAs containing PSMA634−642 and CpG on day 3, 10, 17. (A) Treatment schedule for RM1-PSMA tumor bearing mice. (B) Tumor

growth curve of RM1-PSMA bearing mice. ***p < 0.001 (day 25) for vs ; *p < 0.05 (day 23) and ***p < 0.001 (day 25) for vs , calculated by two-way

ANOVA with bonferroni multiple comparisons post-test. (C) The fold change of tumor was calculated using tumor volume of last measurement divided by the 1st

tumor measurement. *p < 0.05 and **p < 0.01, analyzed by two-tailed unpaired Student’s t-test. All data are presented as mean ± SEM.

PSMA-conjugated EM and HM SNA immunized mice showed
greater percentages of IFN-γ+ and IFN-γ+CD107a+ CD8+ T
cells (p < 0.01, p < 0.001, Supplementary Figure 5A), along
with significantly higher PSMA specific cytotoxicity against
PSMA expressing target cells (RM1-PSMA) compared with
admix control (Supplementary Figure 5C). Immunization with
EM and HM SNAs also resulted in a significant increase in
CD44+CD62L− effector memory T cells when compared with
admix group (p < 0.01, p < 0.001, Supplementary Figure 5B).
These results show that immunization with HM SNAs induces
superior antigen-specific antitumor CD8+ T cell responses for
both two prostate tumor-associated antigens examined, and
show that the effectiveness of SNA structures in inducing CTL
responses is not limited to model antigens (e.g., OVA, E6) (25).

Prostate Tumor Inhibition by SNAs
We evaluated the antitumor efficacy of SNAs formulated with
CpG and PAP115−123 in the murine TRAMP-C2 prostate
tumor model; TRAMP-C2 tumor cells express prostate acidic
phosphatase (PAP) (39). Mice inoculated with TRAMP-C2 cells
were immunized with HM and EM SNAs formulated with CpG
and PAP115−123 every week for 5 weeks starting from day 8
(Figure 5A). Vaccination with the admix of CpG and PAP115−123

or EM SNAs did not show any significant inhibition of tumor
growth compared with PBS control group (Figures 5B,C). In
contrast, vaccination with HM SNAs led to significant tumor
growth inhibition compared with the PBS group on Day 39 and
41 (p < 0.01, p < 0.001). We observed major differences between
PBS and HM SNA groups in the fold change of tumor volume
between first and last measurements (18-fold increase for the
PBS group, 7-fold increase for HM SNA-vaccinated mice) (p <

0.05, Figure 5D), and the weight of the tumors at the end point
of day 41 (Figure 5E). Mice vaccinated with EM SNAs also led
to weights of tumors that were lower than those for PBS treated
mice (p< 0.05). Analysis of the T cells in the tumor-bearing mice
showed that the percentage of CD44+CD62L− effector memory
CD8+ T cells was greater for mice vaccinated with HM SNAs,
when compared with admix treated group (p < 0.01, Figure 5F).
The percentage of tumor infiltrating CD8+ T cells was higher

in the HM SNA group than in PBS control group (Figure 5G).
Taken together, the data show that HM SNAs are the most
effective therapeutic vaccine among the groups tested against
TRAMP-C2 tumors.

We further evaluated the anti-tumor efficacy of HM SNAs
in a tumor model featuring PSMA (RM1-PSMA); PSMA is
well-known as a TAA that is overexpressed in prostate cancer.
RM1 is a highly aggressive, poorly immunogenic cancer cell
line (40). Mice receiving subcutaneous injections of RM1-PSMA
cells were immunized weekly starting from day 3 with HM
SNAs formulated with CpG and PSMA634−642 or an admix
formulation. Mice from the admix group showed rapid tumor
growth and no benefit over the untreated group (Figures 6A,B).
Vaccination with HM SNAs however led to delayed tumor
growth. The tumor volume was significantly smaller on days 23
and 25 compared with that for the admix group (p < 0.05, p <

0.001, Figure 6B). The difference was also reflected by the fold
change of tumor volume between first and last measurements
(Figure 6C).

DISCUSSION

Prostate cancer tumors are weakly immunogenic (41), and the
fact that immune checkpoint blockade therapy has failed as
monotherapy for prostate cancer suggests the need for other
approaches to immunotherapy (42). Therapeutic vaccines
for prostate cancer (cell-based vaccines such as Sipuleucel-
T, and viral/DNA-based vaccines such as PROSTVAC)
have shown limited benefits clinically; the urgent need for
innovation in vaccine immunotherapy for prostate cancer
persists. In this study, we have shown that the adaptation
of IS-SNA structures, by formulating them with MHC
class I-restricted peptides derived from prostate tumor-
associated antigens, leads to a novel therapeutic platform
that can function as a cancer vaccine capable of generating
antigen-specific T cell response against murine prostate
cancer models. Our study here has now shown the ability
of SNA structures, particularly HM SNAs, to raise immune
responses against antigens (PSA, PSMA, PAP) that are clinically
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relevant for treating prostate cancer and is consistent with
what has been observed with clinically irrelevant model
antigens (25).

The selection of adjuvant is a key component in the design
of a cancer vaccine; the adjuvant plays an important role in
breaking immune tolerance, and directing the type of immune
responses induced against antigens. CpG oligonucleotides drive
strong Th1 type immune response (43) and the development
of therapeutic vaccination strategies using CpG as an adjuvant
continues, with recent preclinical studies showing promising
results in multiple cancer types (8, 44). SNAs are structures
that enhance the immunestimulatory activity of CpG, and the
development of an SNA formulation of CpG has advanced
to clinical trials (24). Our design of SNA vaccines for
prostate cancer thus uses CpG as adjuvant and focuses on
the type and placement of prostate cancer-associated antigens
within SNA structures for raising antigen-specific immune
responses. Our use of class B CpG in SNAs in this study
(and others), takes advantage of the ability of class B CpG
to induce DC maturation and production of Th1 cytokines,
such as IL-12, which is critical in the process of CTL
priming (35, 44).

Importantly, the modularity of SNAs has allowed us to
formulate two classes of structures with nearly identical amounts
of antigen and adjuvant but with varied presentations (EM
and HM structures). The data underscore the importance of
SNA structure on the quality of CTL responses. Specifically,
HM SNAs (in which the peptide is chemically conjugated to
oligonucleotides and associated to SNAs through nucleic acid
hybridization) elicited remarkably stronger immune responses
than EM SNAs (in which the peptide antigen is encapsulated
within the liposomal core of SNAs). These outcomes are
correlated with the enhanced co-delivery of antigen and CpG
to DCs in dLNs (45). In HM SNAs, the association of peptide
to SNAs by chemical conjugation led to higher levels of antigen
uptake than that of EM SNAs; the design of HM SNAs
and the chemical conjugation of peptide to oligonucleotides
enables the biochemical release of antigen within DCs, a key
requirement for cross-priming T cells. The improvement in
the quality of anti-tumor immune responses observed in HM
SNAs indicates the potential for further advances in SNA
vaccine design, through rational changes in SNA structure
informed by observations of cellular uptake and processing
of CpG and antigen by APCs, and to ultimately translate
this technology in cancer vaccine immunotherapy to prostate
cancer patients.

While significant, the anti-tumor responses raised by HM
SNAs did not eradicate the tumor in the selected prostate
cancer models. This is likely a consequence of several factors:
(1) the tumor models used here (particularly RM1) are
insufficient in their expression of MHC class I molecules (46,
47), limiting antigen-specific T cell recognition and attack; (2)
immunosuppressive mechanisms mounted by tumors including
the induction or expansion of immunosuppressive cells and the
up-regulation of T cell co-inhibitory molecules (e.g., PD-1/PD-
L1), hinder the anti-tumor T cell response; (3) the time required
to generate high numbers of antigen-specific T cells limits the

ability of therapeutic vaccination to control rapidly growing
tumors. This factor may not be significant in human disease,
where the clinical observation of prostate cancer often finds
slow growth and progression; (4) insufficient impact of targeting
a single epitope. Loss of antigen occurs as tumors progress,
comprising a mechanism to escape antigen-specific immune
responses, one induced by selective pressure (48). Taken together,
our observations in this study provide the basis for designing
and optimizing SNAs in future approaches to augment the
antitumor T cell immune responses through combination with
immune checkpoint blockade therapy (e.g., anti-PD-1/PD-L1)
and by raising broad-spectrum T cell immune responses to both
MHC class I andMHC class II-restricted antigens simultaneously
through multiplexed SNAs that can deliver multiple epitopes.
Our study here has revealed the importance of structure and
SNA design in therapeutic vaccination and improving the
primary antigen-specific CTL responses relevant to prostate
cancer tumors. While outside of the scope of our study here,
long term protective effects are also important and desired from
therapeutic vaccination. These effects are particularly relevant for
protection against relapse andmetastasis and should be examined
in the study of SNA vaccines in ongoing and future development
of therapeutic vaccination for prostate cancer.

In conclusion, IS-SNAs are scalable clinically, containing
multivalent properties to manipulate, and induce strong antigen-
specific immune responses. All these characters make it
a promising candidate for clinical translation. Furthermore,
development of the structural IS-SNAs conjugated with multiple
tumor associate antigens and/or tumor neoantigens appears
to be a powerful and versatile approach for treatment of
different types of cancer, which is also crucial for personalized
cancer immunotherapy.
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